
April 16, 2003

Mr. Brian Gutherman
Licensing Manager
Holtec International
555 Lincoln Drive West
Marlton, NJ 08053

SUBJECT: ASME CODE ALTERNATIVE FOR HOLTEC HI-STORM 100 DRY
STORAGE CASKS

Dear Mr. Gutherman:

The purpose of this letter is to approve a one time alternative to the requirements of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.  On October 22, 2002, and supplemented by letter dated
November 22, 2002, Holtec International requested one-time approval for an alternative to the
ASME Code Non Destructive Examination (NDE) requirements for plate material used in the
fabrication of closure rings installed on three different Multi Purpose Canister (MPC) dry storage
casks currently in use.  The requests were submitted in accordance with Section 3.3.2 of
Appendix B to Certificate of Compliance (CoC) No. 1014 (HI-STORM 100).

By letter dated January 8, 2003, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) transmitted a
request for additional information (RAI) to Holtec regarding its request.  Holtec responded to the
RAI on February 14, 2003.  The staff has reviewed the RAI response and agrees, based on the
justifications provided, that the requested alternative to the ASME Code requirements for the
specific HI-STORM 100 dry storage casks cited below is acceptable.  Staff review associated
with this approval is delineated below.

Background

The HI-STORM 100 MPC closure ring is a non-structural redundant confinement boundary
component that is welded to the top of an MPC-68 dry storage cask.  One closure ring is used
per cask.  It is fabricated from type 304 or 316 stainless steel and is welded to the MPC
structural lid.  It provides a redundant seal for the MPC lid and cover plate confinement welds. 
The closure ring also provides a small measure of shielding due to its 3/8-inch nominal
thickness.

The MPCs, to which this request and approval apply, are uniquely identified as MPC-68, Serial
No. 23 at Plant Hatch ISFSI and MPC-68 Serial Nos. 36 and 37 at Dresden Nuclear Station
ISFSI. All three MPCs are in use, loaded with spent fuel and stored within an Independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI). 

The ASME Code, paragraph NB-2531, requires straight beam Ultrasonic Testing (UT)
examination for pressure vessel plate.  The purpose of the examination is to detect internal
material discontinuities that lie parallel to the rolled surfaces of the plate, known as laminations. 
Laminations are formed during the steel making process.
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During an audit of quality records it was determined that the ultrasonic examinations had not
been performed on the specific portions of material used in these MPCs.  This error only
affected the above identified three MPC-68’s.  However, this discovery was made after they
were loaded with spent fuel and placed in storage service.  Since the rings could not be
inspected as they were installed, an additional, alternative analysis was proposed to the NRC to
show that the closure rings could perform their design functions.

The proposed alternative:
a) specifies omission of the required Code non-destructive test of the closure ring material,
b) is limited to the three specifically identified MPC’s,
c) includes a review of the inspection results history for this type of material,
d) incorporates analyses of hypothetical laminations and their consequences upon the
performance of the closure plate, and, 
e) allows for the continued use of the loaded casks.

Material Inspection History

Holtec examined the inspection documentation for all material used in the fabrication of closure
rings.  They found that this material rarely fails this UT examination, demonstrating that the
probability for a serious lamellar defect in any of the three subject closure rings is highly
unlikely.

The raw material is supplied to the licensee’s fabricator with a UT examination having already
been performed.  This is a requirement of the Holtec purchase order to their material supplier. 
As such, if any plate was to fail UT inspection, the plate would not meet the purchase order
requirements and would therefore not be provided to Holtec or its fabricator.  Consequently, all
plate from which the closure rings are fabricated have already been UT examined once prior to
fabrication.  All plates supplied to Holtec have had satisfactory UT results. 

Additionally, normal material cutting operations during fabrication of the plate material would
reveal any significant plate defects that intersected the cut edges.  Any laminations near the
edges of the closure ring would also be discovered during Liquid Penetrant Test (PT)
examinations of the closure ring welds.  No such defects were discovered during the fabrication
of the three subject closure rings, leading Holtec to conclude that no significant defects existed
in the three closure rings involved.

Analysis of Hypothetical Defects and Effects

The closure ring is part of the confinement boundary of the MPC for the HI-STORM 100
System.  It provides a redundant welded boundary to the primary confinement boundary.  As
such, the closure ring is designed to contain the MPC internal pressures should the MPC lid-to-
shell or vent/drain port cover plate welds leak or fail.  The closure ring material thickness also
provides a portion of the total shielding for the MPC lid area and is included in the shielding
analysis.

The proposed alternative to the ASME Code provisions consisted of analyses to determine the
extent of hypothetical lamination defects that would be necessary to result in a condition where
the permitted material Level A stress limits are just exceeded under all the relevant design
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conditions.  The analyses were based on a finite element representation of the closure ring in
which a lamination was introduced at the mid-thickness of the closure ring such that only
compressive stresses could be transferred across the lamination.  The defect (lamination) was
assumed to be present around the full 360-degrees of the closure plate ring.  Because of the
weld preparation and visual access to the inner and outer edges of the closure plate ring, the
boundary conditions of the analysis model did not allow the assumed lamination defect to
extend to the edges.  Various analyses were completed to define the maximum radial extent of
such a defect with the closure plate under the internal pressure load that could occur if this
redundant boundary were to have to function as the confinement boundary.

A radial defect approximately 4-13/16 inches wide over the full 360-degree arc of the closure
ring was found to be the size above which the material stress allowables would be exceeded. 
The critical behavior mode controlling this stress level is the ring closure plate acting in bending
under the pressure loading.  This critical condition would represent a laminar defect over 2/3 of
the closure plate.  The maximum calculated defect size that could be tolerated exceeds that
which is the basis for acceptance if the ultrasonic testing had been performed, namely a 3 inch
diameter circle.     

Finding

Based on these analyses and considerations, the staff finds that the closure rings for the
aforementioned MPC-68s have a level of quality and safety equivalent to that which would have
been achieved if ASME Code Paragraph NB-2532.1 requirements had been met.  Additionally,
compliance with the ASME Code provisions of NB-2532.1 would now require the removal of the
closure lid of the HI-STORM 100 overpack for access to the MPC closure rings with the loss of
the shielding provided by the overpack lid.  Such actions are considered to represent a hardship
without a compensating increase in the level of quality and safety.

If you have any comments or questions concerning this approval, you may contact me or
Christopher Regan of my staff at (301) 415-8500.  Please refer to Docket No. 72-1014 and TAC
No. L23524 in future correspondence related to this issue.

Sincerely,

/RA/
Larry W. Camper
Deputy Director
Licensing and Inspection
Spent Fuel Project Office
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
  and Safeguards

Docket No. 72-1014
TAC No. L23524
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